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AUEM00128 EMER Emer-Clad Facade Matt / Emerclad SB Primer on Painted Concrete
block, brick, masonry [Exterior]

Scope of Works

The Emer-Clad Facade system comprises a single component water based, high solids, acrylic copolymer membrane coating. Emer-Clad Facade
is a highly flexible coating containing additives to inhibit the growth of mould, resist bacterial growth and aggressive elements ie: resistant to UV
light, chloride ion and carbonation attack. Emer-Clad Facade dries to form an aesthetically pleasing waterproof protective coating on vertical
surfaces. 

Substrate and Substrate Preparation

Substrate Notes

Modern masonry construction materials are predominantly clay brick and concrete block, held together by mortar. 
 
Concrete block 
Concrete blocks are made of a controlled concrete mix poured into steel moulds to very precise dimensions and are therefore usually flush-laid.
Concrete blocks are highly porous and require protection against moisture ingress. 
 
Brick 
Bricks are generally kiln-fired clay, which can be glazed or unglazed. Highly glazed bricks should be mechanically ground or scabbled to improve
adhesion of the coating system. Clay bricks sometimes contain vanadium or manganese which can bleed through water-based coatings if not
sealed with a stain-blocking primer. 
 
The brick or block surface should be examined to determine if it has been laid to specification and that the surface variation is within acceptable
tolerances. If applying a texture coating system, the degree to which the texture coating camouflages flush walls depends on how flush the
substrate has been constructed. Deeply raked brickwork will require much more render material than face-laid brickwork. 

Substrate Preparation Notes

Assess suitability  
Inspect to determine the degree of deterioration of existing coatings. Identification of the existing coating is also very helpful in determining the
system procedure. Check coating adhesion using the cross-cut adhesion test as per AS 1580.408.4: Paints and related materials - Methods of
test - Adhesion (cross-cut). If coating fails, it must be removed.  
Check concrete moisture content with a standard moisture meter, which must be no greater than 10% before painting can commence.  
 
Clean surface  
Remove contaminants and coatings that have poor adhesion, are cracking, peeling and flaking by water blasting with clean, potable water at
1500 - 2500 PSI water blast. The blast pressure must be adjusted to remove contaminants and deteriorated paint without damaging the
underlying substrate. Removal of oily deposits may require the addition of a free-rinsing alkaline detergent to the water.  
Other methods of contaminant and deteriorated paint removal include: scraper, stiff bristle brush, wire brush, power tool fitted with a cup brush
or chemical paint stripper to leave a clean surface. Feather edges of the surrounding sound paint to completely remove visual ridges. Wash or
dust off to remove debris. 
Treat mould if present with a suitable biocide treatment strictly in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.  
Ensure that the surface is dry, clean and free from dust.  
 
Repair surface imperfections  
Any design faults leading to structural failure must be corrected prior to repainting. Repair any cracks or surface imperfections with a suitable
filler or patching compound such as AcraPatch Coarse mixed with 10-20% fresh Portland cement and allow to cure. Any gaps resulting from
structural movement must be filled with a paintable high-performance adhesive sealant and smoothed off. Spot prime patched areas with a
water-based primer. 
 
Sand surface  
Sand the entire cleaned surface to an even flat gloss level to provide a uniform surface and to provide a good key for the new coating system to
adhere. 
 
Prime  
Prime surface as soon as possible and before contamination reoccurs.  
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System Summary

• Primer EMER Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer
• 1st Coat EMER Emer-Clad Facade Matt
• 2nd Coat EMER Emer-Clad Facade Satin

System

Primer — EMER Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer

1st Coat — EMER Emer-Clad Facade Matt

Step Type

Primer

Datasheet

AUEM00006 EMER Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer

Read the full Datasheet details at EMER Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer

Components

1

Application Methods

 Airless Spray  Brush  Roller

Min Max Recommended

Theoretical Spread Rate (m²/L) 7 10

Recoat Time ** 2 hours

V.O.C. Level

769.8g/litre

Meets GBCA V.O.C. Requirements?

Not Applicable

Application Details

Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer may be applied by brush, roller or spray. The sealer will be touch dry in approximately 30 minutes and may be
overcoated with Emer-Clad after 2 hours drying under normal conditions. This can be assessed at the time of application and is influenced by
ambient temperature and type of surface treated.  
 
When applied over aged, weathered paints, some lifting of the existing material may occur. These areas are to be scraped off and another coat
of Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer applied. When applied over old paints Emer-Clad Solvent Based Primer should be allowed to dry overnight
before applying Emer-Clad Facade. 

SDS Number

PARGHSEN000439

SDS Link

View SDS Link

Step Type

1st Coat

Datasheet

AUEM00001 EMER Emer-Clad Facade Matt

Read the full Datasheet details at EMER Emer-Clad Facade Matt

Components

1

Application Methods

 Airless Spray  Brush  Roller

Min Max Recommended

Theoretical Spread Rate (m²/L) 4 3 4

https://duspecplus.com.au/pdf/datasheet/emer-emerclad-solvent-based-primer/8f752c9c-1e1d-4688-ab68-cad357109b84
https://go.lupinsys.com/duluxgroup/harms/public/materials/f10d32d9dd7fdf4728d1e38af011d8cf-published/attachments_api/ec9ad701c2e28838a55c0981d9e815dc/search_api/EMER-CLAD_SOLVENT_BASED_PRIMER-AUS_GHS.pdf
https://duspecplus.com.au/pdf/datasheet/emer-emerclad-facade-matt/e5be3829-7f8d-4d8e-a4aa-67c8f0f91cdd
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2nd Coat — EMER Emer-Clad Facade Satin

Wet Film Per Coat (microns) 250 330 250

Dry Film Per Coat (microns) 132 175 132

Recoat Time ** 2 hours Indefinite

V.O.C. Level

59.4 g/litre

Meets GBCA V.O.C. Requirements?

Not Applicable

Application Details

Apply Emer-Clad Facade by brush, roller or airless spray to the previously primed surface. 
Previously primed and prepared surface: Apply 2 coats of Emer-Clad Facade protective coating at 4 m2 per litre per coat (250 microns wet film
thickness) to achieve a total dry film thickness of not less than 250 microns. 
 
First coat to be Emer-Clad Facade Matt. Final Coat to be Emer-Clad Facade Satin or Matt (Satin exhibits better self-cleaning properties). 
To visually facilitate coverage and ensure adequate film build, different colours may be used for each coat of Emer-Clad Facade. 
 
When applying Emer-Clad Facade to smooth surfaces a 12mm nap roller is recommended and on rougher more textured surfaces a 20mm nap
roller should be used. It is important to deliver the correct amount of material to the surface as overspreading can cause the coating to dry faster
and cause lap marks. 
 
To create a textured profiled surface, Emer-Clad Facade can be applied using a medium texture roller on the first coat and finished using a nap
roller on the second coat. A textured profile finish will consume more material. 
 
Spray Application 

When being applied to well prepared surfaces (no blow holes) it is possible to spray apply the Emer-Clad Facade in a single coat to achieve the
250 micron dry film thickness (500 micron wet film thickness). This can be a substantial time saving on a project. Suitable equipment includes
Graco 795 or Graco 1095 airless running at 3000 psi and utilising 19 thou or 21 thou spray tips. 

SDS Number

PARGHSEN000193

SDS Link

View SDS Link

Step Type

2nd Coat

Datasheet

AUEM00002 EMER Emer-Clad Facade Satin

Read the full Datasheet details at EMER Emer-Clad Facade Satin

Components

1

Application Methods

 Airless Spray  Brush  Roller

Min Max Recommended

Theoretical Spread Rate (m²/L) 4 3 4

Wet Film Per Coat (microns) 250 330 250

Dry Film Per Coat (microns) 112 148 112

Recoat Time ** 2 Hours Indefinite

V.O.C. Level

53.3g/litre

Meets GBCA V.O.C. Requirements?

Not Applicable

Application Details

Apply Emer-Clad Facade by brush, roller or airless spray to the previously primed surface. 
 
Previously primed Apply 2 coats of Emer-Clad Facade protective coating at 4 m2 per litre per coat (250 microns wet 

https://go.lupinsys.com/duluxgroup/harms/public/materials/b991eaac1c5651803f254385095d49ca-published/attachments_api/d45aea8b3c620e2568e577d2b5e6a5e0/search_api/EMER-CLAD_FACADE_MATT-AUS_GHS.pdf
https://duspecplus.com.au/pdf/datasheet/emer-emerclad-facade-satin/a350a142-2491-4d7f-9448-507dd2df72b1
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film thickness) to achieve a total dry film thickness of not less than 250 microns. 
 
First coat to be Emer-Clad Facade Matt. Final Coat to be Emer-Clad Facade Satin or Matt (Satin exhibits better self-cleaning properties). 
To visually facilitate coverage and ensure adequate film build, different colours may be used for each coat of Emer-Clad Facade. 
 
When applying Emer-Clad Facade to smooth surfaces a 12mm nap roller is recommended and on rougher more textured surfaces a 20mm nap 
roller should be used. It is important to deliver the correct amount of material to the surface as overspreading can cause the coating to dry
faster 
and cause lap marks. 
 
To create a textured profiled surface, Emer-Clad Facade can be applied using a medium texture roller on the first coat and finished using a nap 
roller on the second coat. A textured profile finish will consume more material. 
 
Spray Application 

When being applied to well prepared surfaces (no blow holes) it is possible to spray apply the Emer-Clad Facade in a single coat to achieve the
250 micron dry film thickness (500 micron wet film thickness). This can be a substantial time saving on a project. Suitable equipment includes
Graco 795 or Graco 1095 airless running at 3000 psi and utilising 19 thou or 21 thou spray tips. 

Additional Details

A third coat maybe required if imperfections are present in the membrane. 

SDS Number

PARGHSEN000197

SDS Link

View SDS Link

System Notes

* Practical Spreading Rate will vary from the quoted Theoretical Spreading Rate due to factors such as method and condition of application and
surface roughness. 
** Recoat times are quotes for 25°c and 50% relative humidity, these may vary under different conditions. 
* Do not apply at temperatures below 10°C, or when temperature may fall below 10°C during the drying period.  
* Do not apply any materials during damp or rainy conditions or where there is likelihood of rain.
Temperatures above 30°C reduce the wet edge time and, as with other water based coatings, may increase the risk of showing lapmarks and
rollermarks after drying, especially with darker colours.  
* Not designed for permanently immersed applications.  
* Application of all liquid applied membranes and primers should always refer to the surface temperature conditions before commencing and not
just ambient temperatures.  
* The membrane should be protected from rain during the first 48 hours. 

Comments

Comments

* Practical Spreading Rate will vary from the quoted Theoretical Spreading Rate due to factors such as method and condition of application and
surface roughness. 

** Recoat times are quotes for 25°c and 50% relative humidity, these may vary under different conditions. 

* Do not apply at temperatures below 10°C, or when temperature may fall below 10°C during the drying period.  

* Do not apply any materials during damp or rainy conditions or where there is likelihood of rain.  

Temperatures above 30°C reduce the wet edge time and, as with other water based coatings, may increase the risk of showing lapmarks and
rollermarks after drying, especially with darker colours.  

* Not designed for permanently immersed applications.  

* Application of all liquid applied membranes and primers should always refer to the surface temperature conditions before commencing and
not just ambient temperatures.  

* The membrane should be protected from rain during the first 48 hours.

https://go.lupinsys.com/duluxgroup/harms/public/materials/b991eaac1c5651803f254385095d2df0-published/attachments_api/6ccbe31199b5eaed8ae21c7a5603dad2/search_api/EMER-CLAD_FACADE_SATIN-AUS_GHS.pdf
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Disclaimer

This Specification is copyright to DuluxGroup (Australia) Pty Ltd and/or DuluxGroup (New Zealand) Pty Ltd (collectively, ‘Dulux’). It may not be varied
or altered without the prior written consent of Dulux, and if it is, Dulux has no responsibility or liability for those variations.

Unless Dulux has provided you with a customised, project-specific specification, this Duspec+ document does not represent that any particular
product or product system will be suitable for your project.

Any information provided in this Duspec+ is given in good faith and is believed by Dulux to be correct at the time of publication. Products and
coating systems can be expected to perform as indicated in this Duspec+ document, provided the substrate is in good condition, the coatings are
applied by a suitably experienced and skilled applicator, and the preparation, application and maintenance is followed strictly as set out in this
Duspec+ document, and as recommended on the applicable Dulux Product Data Sheet and Safety Data Sheets for the relevant products (available
from www.duspecplus.com.au). Climatic conditions at application time can affect Duspec+ documentation suitability and product performance.

The correct colour or colour match is the responsibility of the applicator. Colours will change over time and Dulux does not guarantee that the same
colour newly mixed will match a colour applied earlier which has been subjected to weathering or other change elements. No product colour is
guaranteed against colour change.

Where any liability of Dulux in respect of this Specification cannot by law be excluded, Dulux’s liability is limited, as permitted by law and at Dulux’s
option, to resupply of the relevant products or services or to reimbursing the cost of those products or services.

WHERE LEAD MAY BE PRESENT: The asset manager is responsible for verifying the presence of lead and determining whether to remove or
encapsulate the lead. If lead is present, the work must be done in strict accordance with AS 4361 Parts 1 and 2 and Worksafe Australia guidelines.

https://www.duspecplus.com.au/

